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A Co-Writer to Watch, Too

I

TOP: “Bread and Butter”
director Liz Manashil
(left), along with
featured actors Christine
Weather and Sean
Wright, introduces her
film to a CIFF audience.
RIGHT: Isaac Ezban,
director of “The Incident,”
responds to audience
questions following a
screening of his film.
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genre in our writing has really forced us both
to become better writers, and I have him to
thank for pushing us in that direction.”
Filming took them into some strange
places, including night shoots in Los Angeles’
Griffith Park where they struggled to keep
the scene full of properly mysterious fog.
“Fog can’t be faked through CGI,” Boyle
notes. “Trying to make the fog behave and
not dissipate was a nightmare. To top it all off,
when we wrapped at 4 a.m. on our last day,
the park ranger had forgotten about us and
we were locked in Griffith Park!”
To Boyle’s and Clark’s relief, the fog looked
perfect in the footage.
“I think it’s important to remember that
storytelling is essentially lying for the sake of
truth,” Clark explains, “and I like films that
walk the line.”
So do we.
—Lara Klaber
SHOWING
TODAY

MAN FROM RENO

is playing today at 8:35 p.m.
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Dave Boyle (right), pictured with co-writer Joel Clark, returns to
CIFF for the fifth time with his latest film, “Man from Reno,” a
bilingual murder mystery and neo-noir thriller.

TOP: CIFF staffers Walt Mahovlich (center) and Mick Jones
(right) prepare to greet CIFF guests and film goers in the
walkway outside Tower City Cinemas, while Jared Earley (left)
walks a line of ticket holders into their theater. BOTTOM: CIFF
staffer Brittany Dobish greets CIFF patrons and guests as they
arrive for the day’s screenings.
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t’s no exaggeration to say that “Man From
Reno” director Dave Boyle is one of the
darlings of the CIFF.
Since his first film, “Big Dreams, Little
Tokyo,” unspooled at the 31st CIFF in March
2007, Cleveland audiences have embraced
Boyle’s insightful comic sensibilities. In 2011,
he was honored with the Festival’s Someone
to Watch award. This year, he is taking his
signature style in a new direction with his
first mystery.
“For a long time, I’d wanted to do
something in the mystery genre—it’s my
absolute favorite genre,” he explains. “The
moment of inspiration was when I had the
idea of combining two mysteries about an
unlikely pair of detectives: a Japanese mystery
author and a small town sheriff.”
Boyle teamed up with long-time co-writers
Joel Clark and Michael Lerman to flesh out
his unique vision, and this year, CIFF
audiences will have an opportunity to meet
one of those co-writers for the first time:
Clark is making his first trip to Cleveland to
promote the film while Boyle prepares it for
wider release on March 27.
“I’m really excited to finally experience
the Festival for myself,” Clark says; four of
the films he co-wrote came here without
him in previous years.“It’s been a long time
coming. Both Dave and Ben [Popik, director
of “The Exquisite Corpse Project” (CIFF 37)]
have nothing but wonderful things to say about
Cleveland, especially the sort of unique, opening,
and welcoming spirit of the folks out there.”
In addition to co-writing “Man From
Reno” and “The Exquisite Corpse Project,”
Clark helped pen “White on Rice” (CIFF
33), “Surrogate Valentine” (CIFF 35), and
“Daylight Savings” (CIFF 36).
“Dave and I have been working together
for eight years,” he says, “and it’s been a real
pleasure to see our work get made by way
of his unrelenting productivity. Seriously, the
guy is a machine! Moving into the mystery

Festival Updates
Added Screenings:
Saturday March 21st
After Hours Shorts Program 4 10:30 pm

Friday March 27th
Comedy Shorts Program 8:50 pm

Late Additions:
Friday March 27th
Being Evel 9:50 pm

Sunday March 29th
Being Evel 11:50 am
Check for the latest festival updates
on Twitter or Facebook. Or visit
www.clevelandfilm.org/festival/updates

Challenge Match
The Challenge Match is the CIFF’s annual
fundraising campaign, and the only time of
the year that we ask for your support (we do
not send out solicitation letters at any time).
The challenge to you – our audience – is to
raise $125,000, which will be matched by
Cuyahoga Arts & Culture.

We are $17,136 closer to
reaching our goal of $125,000
A $10 DONATION QUALIFIES YOU FOR
ONE OF THESE FABULOUS PRIZES!!
SIDEWAYS: Whether you’re a serious
collector or a casual oenophile, you’ll love
this collection which includes six bottles
of wine from Hollywood & Vine Cellars
and six bottles of white wines from around
the world.
THE HUNGER GAMES - WEST: Indulge in a
meal out each month with lunch or dinner
at 12 area restaurants (including: Lago,
Great Lakes Brewery, Bar Cento, Zocalo,
and more!) and a subscription to EDIBLE
CLEVELAND.
CONFESSIONS OF A SHOPAHOLIC: Enjoy
a “his and hers” shopping trip with visits
to both Evie Lou and J3 Clothing Company,
and celebrate your new purchases with a
three-liter bottle of Cabernet Sauvignon!
Stop by the Challenge Match table in the
Tower City Cinemas lobby to donate.

A Peek into the Unknown
made up of just a single cell are very
simple, they are able to do more than
anything a human can create.
“If you can model this behavior
efficiently, or integrate it with
computers or electronic circuits,”
Sharp says,“you can do much more
than what our existing computers or
robots can do.”
Tracking these clever creatures,
however, is not an easy task.The molds
remain in their most captivating state
for only a short period of time, so
“The Creeping Garden” is a mesmerizing experience as the filmmakers combine
finding them in nature in this stage
sci-fi with spectacular photography to illustrate the beauty in “slime molds.”
proves to be challenging.
ou don’t know what you don’t know, and
“There are a lot of trips to the local woods and
chances are the average person knows next
scrabbling around in the undergrowth searching
to nothing about slime molds, let alone
for them, which end fruitlessly before you are
understands they are, in fact, more than the stars
lucky enough to slip into that window of time
of a sci-fi thriller. Jasper Sharp and Tim Grabham
of a handful of hours where it is going about
reveal much more than what’s beneath our feet in its business,” adds Grabham. “The byproduct of
“The Creeping Garden.”
turning logs all afternoon is you find lots of
How does one develop such a strong
wonderful insects, so it’s never a wasted trip.”
interest in slime molds? According to Sharp, a
After three years in the making, Sharp and
combination of watching Ishiro Honda’s (the
Grabham are thrilled to be bringing this beautiful
director of Godzilla) movie, “Matango: Fungus
glimpse of nature to the big screen.While much
of Terror,” an evolving interest in photogenic
is to be learned from the film, they hope
fungi, mushrooms’ roles in the environment, and
audiences take away something even bigger.
some entertaining time-lapse experiments.
“Simply take a pause once in a while to look
“When Jasper introduced me to the existence
again at the natural world around us, and lift a
of these organisms and suggested we make a film
log and be amazed at what you might find under
about them, one lure was having an opportunity
there,” Grabham said. “As Heather Barnett says in
to make a weird nature film full of macro timethe film, ‘Slow down, tune in and enter a
lapse photography,” Grabham says. “To have a
different time frame.’”
—Amy Brown
subject that there appeared to be no real creative
response to in a feature length form was quite
SHOWING THE CREEPING GARDEN
TODAY
a gift.”
is playing today at 4:10 p.m.
followed by a FilmForum
So, “The Creeping Garden” came to life—
“SlimeWorld” a bit off-base from the film and
“Call of the Mycomycetes” not as alluring as the
THE
final title that alludes to the magical discoveries
ONLINE
found behind a locked door in the children’s
Visit The Daily online edition at
book, “The Secret Garden, ” Sharp says. “I think
www.clevelandfilm.org/festival/the-daily.
that’s the feeling we wanted to convey, of opening
TODAY’S
ONLINE VERSION INCLUDES:
the door to a world you never knew existed, like
• The Incredible Adventures of Jojo
falling down the rabbit hole or something.”
(Playing today at 4:30 p.m.)
And what a rabbit hole it is. Slime mold
Brian Schmidt shares how he portrayed the world
research proves that while these unfamiliar beings
of outdoor adventures from a child’s perspective.

Y

• Finding the Gold Within (Playing today at

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

7:00 p.m. at Akron-Summit County Public Library
followed by a FilmForum)

Karina Epperlein says she felt an inner calling
to show black youth changing the narrative by
breaking media stereotypes.

• Factory Boss (Playing today at 7:15 p.m.)

Zhang Wei explains his desire to humanize the
stories behind the headlines.

Official Airline of the 39th CIFF
The Cleveland International Film Festival receives public
support with local tax dollars from Cuyahoga Arts &
Culture, to preserve and enrich our region’s artistic and
cultural heritage.

• Love Land (Playing today at 9:20 p.m.)
Husband and wife co-directors Brian and Ann-Marie Schmidt work
with Avila von Goosebottom on the set of “The Incredible
Adventures of Jojo (and his annoying sister Avila).”

Joshua Tate talks about how his passion for
disability rights inspired his art.

